Talent meets Industry
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Future prospects for high-school and college students, specialists and startups: The international trade fair electronica matches talented people who are
enthusiastic about electronics with companies in the industry

Innovation and quality are the strong pillars of electronics. To ensure that they
stay that way, it is important to find young talent, retain qualified professionals
and support founders. electronica is the perfect place to do so.
High-school and college students, specialists, start-ups, established companies
and investors: electronica brings them all together. Our initiative helps young
people with talent stay oriented, networks career engineers and professionals
with leading employers and generates a great deal of attention for innovative
start-ups. In short: We showcase, we network and we support talent!

We showcase talent
A growing number of innovations on the electronics market come from startups. electronica Fast Forward, the Start-up Platform powered by Elektor,
puts a spotlight on them.
This is where start-ups present their ideas, prototypes, products and services
in pitches, demonstrations and personal conversations. Young companies get
valuable tips within the scope of their own forum program and with the support
of experienced consultants. And the best of the best will receive the electronica
Fast Forward Award!

More about electronica Fast Forward

We network talent
Are you an electronics professional who is looking for new challenges? Or a
student who is getting ready to start a career in the industry? Or would you like
to find out what it’s like to work at a company as part of a student internship?
electronica Careers will help you make your next career move.
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More about electronica Careers

Talent Meets Opportunity
Experience a wide range of demos featuring the latest applications and
developments, as well as workshops, presentations on current trends,
discussions, the IMPACT developer lounge, and other live events. Not only
does the electronica Experience bring the world of electronics to life while
simultaneously offering a glimpse into the industry’s future, it also introduces
young professionals to potential employers. The large discovery stage inside
our new hall, Hall C6, acts as a one-of-a-kind platform for inspiring current and
upcoming trends while also promoting industry exchange and networking.
Engineers, CEOs, developers, industry representatives, young people, and
those in the early stages of their careers are all more than welcome to be a part
of the electronica Experience!

More about electronica Experience
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